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Abstra t
The existen e of emotion and ognition as two
intera ting systems, both with important roles in
de ision-making, has been advo ated by neurophysiologi al resear h (LeDoux, 1998; Damasio,
1994). Following this idea, this paper proposes
the ALEC agent ar hite ture whi h has both emotion and ognition learning apabilities to adapt
to real-world environments. These two learning me hanisms embody very di erent properties
whi h an be related with those of natural emotion and ognitive systems.
Experimental results show that both systems
ontribute positively for the learning performan e
of the agent.

1 Introdu tion
Gadanho and Hallam (2001) and Gadanho and Custodio
(2002) proposed an emotion-based ar hite ture whi h
uses emotions to guide the agent's adaptation to the environment. The agent has some innate emotions that
de ne its goals and then learns emotion asso iations of
environment state and a tion pairs whi h determine its
de isions. The agent uses a Q-learning algorithm to learn
its poli y while it intera ts with its world. The poli y is
stored in neural networks whi h allows limiting memory
usage substantially and a elerates the learning pro ess,
but an also introdu e ina ura ies and does not guarantee learning onvergen e.
The ALEC (Asyn hronous Learning by Emotion and
Cognition) ar hite ture proposed here aims at a better learning performan e by augmenting the previous emotion-based ar hite ture with a ognitive system
whi h omplements its urrent emotion-based adaptation apabilities with expli it rule knowledge extra ted
from the agent-environment intera tion.

2 The

ALEC Ar

hite ture

The ALEC ar hite ture is an extension of the emotionbased ar hite ture presented in (Gadanho and Hallam,
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2001; Gadanho and Custodio, 2002). Inspired by literature on emotions, Gadanho and Hallam (2001) have
shown that reinfor ement and de iding when to swit h
behavior1 an be su essfully addressed together by an
emotion model. The justi ation for the use of emotions is that, in nature, emotions are usually asso iated
with either pleasant or unpleasant feelings that an a t
as reinfor ement (Tomkins, 1984) and frequently pointed
to as a sour e of interruption of behavior (Sloman and
Crou her, 1981). Later the emotion model was formalized into a goal system with the purpose of establishing
a lear distin tion between motivations (or goals) and
emotions (Gadanho and Custodio, 2002). In this system, emotions take the form of simple evaluations or
predi tions of the internal state of the agent. This goal
system is based on a set of homeostati variables whi h
it attempts to maintain within ertain bounds. The
emotion-based ar hite ture is omposed by two major
systems: the goal system and the adaptive system. The
goal system evaluates the performan e of the adaptive
system in terms of the state of its homeostati variables
and asyn hronously determines when a behavior should
be interrupted. On su h interruptions, the adaptive sys1 Behavior-swit hing may be motivated by several fa tors: the
behavior has rea hed or failed to rea h its goal, the behavior has
be ome inappropriate due to hanges in ir umstan es, the behavior needs to be rewarded or punished. The orre t timing of
behavior-swit hing an be vital (Gadanho and Hallam, 2001).

tem learns whi h behavior to sele t using reinfor ementlearning te hniques whi h rely on neural-networks to
store the utility values.
The ALEC ar hite ture adds a ognitive system to the
emotion-based ar hite ture des ribed previously. The
fun tion of the ognitive system is to provide an alternative de ision-making pro ess to the emotion system.
The ognitive system olle ts knowledge independently
and an step in to orre t the emotion system's de isions be ause it relies on a more exa t memory representation based on a olle tion of important individual
events whi h is not prone to ina ura ies due to overgeneralization. The ognitive system is based on the
rule-based level of the CLARION model (Sun and Peterson, 1998). One of the main reasons for sele ting
CLARION's rule system is that it does not derive rules
from a pre- onstru ted set of rules given externally, but
extra ts them from the agent-environment intera tion
experien e.
The ognitive system maintains a olle tion of rules
whi h allow it to make de isions based on past positive
experien es. Rule learning is limited to those few ases
for whi h there is a parti ularly su essful behavior sele tion and leaves the other ases to the emotion system
whi h makes use of its generalization abilities to over
all the state spa e. If the rule is often su essful the
agent tries to generalize it by making it over a nearby
environmental state; otherwise if the rule's su ess rate
is very poor it attempts to make it more spe i (same
as in Sun and Peterson, 1998). In ALEC a behaviour is
onsidered su essful if it leads to a positive transition
of the agent's internal state, or more spe i ally, of its
homeostati variables.
If the ognitive system has a rule that applies to the
urrent environmental state, then it makes the sele tion
of the behaviors suggested by the rule more probable.

3 Experiments
The experiments tested ALEC within an autonomous
robot whi h learns to perform a multi-goal and multistep survival task when fa ed with real world situations
su h as ontinuous time and spa e, noisy sensors and
unreliable a tuators.
Results show that ALEC not only learns faster than
the original emotion-based ar hite ture (Gadanho and
Custodio, 2002) but also a hieves a better nal performan e level.
The ognitive and the emotion systems together perform better that either one on its own. On the one hand,
the ognitive system of ALEC improves learning performan e by helping the emotion system to make the orre t de isions. On the other hand, the ognitive system
annot perform well without the help of the emotion system be ause it only has information on part of the state
spa e.

4 Con lusion
The ALEC approa h implies that while emotion asso-

iations may be more powerful in its range apabilities,
they la k explanation power and may introdu e errors of
over-generalization. Cognitive knowledge, on the other
hand, is restri ted to learning about simple short-term
relations of ausality. Cognitive information is more a urate, but at a pri e | sin e it's not possible to store
and onsult all the single events the agent experien es, it
sele ts only a few instan es whi h seem most important.
The way the emotion system in uen es the ognitive
system is akin to Damasio's somati -marker hypothesis
(Damasio, 1994). In his hypothesis, Damasio suggested
that humans asso iate high-level ognitive de isions with
spe ial feelings whi h have good or bad onnotations dependent on whether hoi es have been emotionally assoiated with positive or negative long-term out omes. If
these feelings are strong enough, a hoi e may be immediately followed or dis arded. Interestingly, these markers do not have explanation power and the reason for the
sele tion may not be lear. In fa t, although the de ision
may be rea hed easily and immediately, the person may
feel the need to subsequently use high-level reasoning apabilities to nd a reason for the hoi e. Meanwhile, a
fast emotion-based de ision ould be rea hed whi h depending of the urgen y of the situation may be vital.
ALEC shows similar properties, when it uses emotion
asso iations to guide the agent. Furthermore, the ognitive system an orre t the emotion system when this
rea hes in orre t on lusions. Knowing the ex eptions
from previous experien es, it may hoose to ignore the
emotion rea tions, whi h although powerful an be more
unreliable.
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